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The Stagnation of Joban coalmining companies during the 1920s
Toshitaka Ngahiro
The Japanese coal industry followed the prosperity of the World War I period with a severe slump
that would last from the 1920s until the Showa Depression of the early 1930s. Throughout this
downturn, however, coal industry trends differed from region to region. Compared with the Chikuho,
Ube and Hokkaido coalfields, the Joban coalfield was in particularly poor shape in the 1920s.
More so than in other coal producing districts, coal production in the Joban coalfield found itself on
a downward path during the 1920s. Lower transport costs resulted in the Tokyo and Yokohama
markets being flooded with coal from Hokkaido and Yamaguchi, and demand for Joban coal declined.
Joban firms also suffered from sliding profits as the spread between the sale price and production cost
of a tonne of coal became narrower than for firms in other coal producing areas. The larger Joban
mines attempted to alleviate their predicament by improving their mining methods in order to cut
costs. Nevertheless, poor mining conditions in the Joban coalfield, where pit floods were frequent,
hindered the efforts of coalmining firms there to raise their output.
The major Joban coalmining companies, faced with shrinking demand, attempted to maintain
coordination with each other through the formation of a cartel. A breach of an agreement by Iwaki
Coalmining, however, meant that the price of coal continued to drop. Moreover, in the 1920s Mitsui
scaled back its investment in the Joban coalfield and its marketing of Joban coal, meaning that there
was no major company around to stop Iwaki’s breach. The underselling by Iwaki and the resultant
slide in the price of Joban coal also accelerated the arrival of problems for other Joban coalmining
companies.
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